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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IN-FIELD PROCESSOR FAILURE PREDICTION USING GATE LEVEL 

CHARACTERIZATION 

 

By 

James Paul Jei Pan 

Master of Science in Computer Science 

 

 Predicting failure of integrated circuits is typically a destructive process that 

modifies the circuit in order to monitor and collect data.  A non-destructive method of 

failure prediction is analyzed by simulating circuit activity in custom software, applying a 

technique known as gate level characterization (GLC) to calculate properties of a circuit’s 

logic gates. To monitor circuit use and aging, measurements from the circuit are taken 

before and after an aging model is applied to the circuit. This method can be a viable 

alternative to destructive monitoring techniques, as it can be implemented in software 

without the need for alteration of existing hardware. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Integrated circuits (ICs) are central to digital computation and data processing. 

They are used in electronics everywhere, and are ubiquitous in our modern world. Failure 

of integrated circuits can have a serious impact, from invalid data to systems failure, and 

is an important field of study. This section will describe integrated circuits, IC failure 

analysis, and measurement of IC properties through gate level characterization (GLC). 

An IC can contain anywhere from tens to billions of transistors, which are 

grouped and connected together to form series of logic gates. Inputs to the IC pass 

through sequences of logic gates, and are transformed into outputs via Boolean logic. 

Each gate applies a specific logical function to its inputs, for example, bitwise AND, OR, 

and their inverse functions Not-AND, and Not-OR. Computer processors are incredibly 

complex ICs, and contain millions—if not billions—of transistors and gates.  

GLC is a method for measuring properties of the gates within ICs. When a gate is 

activated, it uses power, and armed with knowledge of the average amount of power the 

gate loses, a series of linear equations is constructed that form an input to linear 

programming. In turn, a linear programming solver attempts to find solutions for 

unknowns that represent each gate’s size. Aside from a gate’s leakage power, this method 

can be applied to other known average properties of gate types, such as the time delay 

that each gate introduces as it is activated. This measurement is infinitesimal to us, but is 

a measurable and known quantity on average.  

This project explores a method for measuring these properties over time, in an 

attempt to predict failure within circuits. To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, 

it is applied to a custom circuit simulator implemented in software. The simulator’s 
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efficacy is validated by simulating activity within the well-known ISCAS85 benchmark 

circuits [1][2][3]. Circuit properties are measured with GLC, and the results obtained are 

in line with other academic analysis of the benchmark circuits. 

To demonstrate the method’s usefulness in larger circuits, simulation and 

measurement is performed on an open-source computer processor, the OpenSPARC-

based LEON3 [4]. Measurement with GLC shows strong results when the processor is 

segmented into smaller discrete components. These results speak to GLC’s applicability 

to online (i.e., in-field) processor analysis. Detecting deltas between current and past 

measurements may give insight into how fast or slow parts of a processor are aging. 

This method for circuit failure prediction can be used non-destructively, without 

adding additional hardware to an existing circuit. In real-world applications, 

measurements can be taken in times of idle usage or diagnostic cycles, in order to better 

understand the progression of aging and failure within an IC.  

!
Figure 1. Top: The goal is to monitor a circuit's use in active hardware. Bottom: The simulator is substituted for 

hardware. 

!  
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2. RELATED WORK 

Previous work into the field of circuit failure prediction has focused on online 

failure prediction, i.e., while the circuit is in use. Agarwal, et al, have determined that 

failure in an IC can be predicted by embedding sensors within the IC [5]. These sensors 

monitor aging of transistors through negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), an 

aging mechanism seen in PMOS (p-type metal-oxide-semiconductor) chips. The 

researchers have furthered this concept by developing an aging-aware timing analysis 

technique for optimal placement of their sensors [6]. Following this method, they 

minimize any impact that the addition of the sensors may have to the underlying chip. 

Fang and Sapatnekar have taken a statistical approach to circuit failure [7]. They 

have analyzed the breakdown of metal oxides in circuits, and explored the effects of 

process variation, i.e. manufacturing variability, on their results. In developing their 

statistical models, they identify process variation as having a significant impact upon 

their predicted probability of failure. They determine that their analysis better predicts 

failure than other methods such as area scaling, and factoring in process variation further 

refines their results. 

Zarkesh-Ha and Shahi developed a failure prediction technique that characterizes 

gate failure based on the probability of short and open defects within the circuit [8]. An 

open defect is when bad contact within a transistor causes it to be in a consistently open 

position. A short defect is when missing material causes a short circuit within a transistor. 

Gate level characterization has provided them with lookup tables that specify delay as a 

function of load capacitance, which is used within their method of static timing analysis.   
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3. BACKGROUND 

To predict failure within an IC, a method is proposed and explored that uses GLC 

to measure the aging properties of an IC’s gates through simulation. The simulation of 

the IC can apply an aging function to each gate as it is used, changing properties of the 

ICs logic gates. Using GLC to measure gate properties over intervals of simulated IC use, 

gate aging can be measured and monitored. This can be used to detect areas of the IC that 

are prone to failure. 

GLC has been proven to be a reliable mechanism for accurate and non-destructive 

measurement of gate properties. Koushanfar and Potkonjak present a method for GLC, 

and apply it to hardware metering [9]. Metering is a hardware security concept by which 

the designer of an IC can control or monitor the production of authorized hardware. In 

their research, they use GLC to measure gate switching times, which results in a unique 

IC fingerprint. This fingerprint is further used to identify authorized hardware. 

The main property of ICs that enables GLC is process variability (PV), also 

known as manufacturing variability [9]. The nanometer-scale processes that produce ICs 

ensure that each produced IC differs from all others created from the same mask. The size 

or mass of a transistor laid down in one IC will invariably differ from the size of that 

transistor’s twin in another IC. These process variations allow GLC to identify the unique 

properties of an IC’s transistors and gates, and produce a unique fingerprint for each IC. 

Further applications of GLC-derived fingerprints in hardware security are in ghost 

circuitry detection. A ghost circuit (GC) is an unauthorized addition to an IC that is 

placed into the design or implementation of an IC by a malicious third party. An attacker 

could insert a GC into the circuit to somehow alter the intended functionality of an IC, 
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perhaps introducing weaknesses or backdoors into the system incorporating the IC. Wei, 

et al, have applied GLC to problems of GC detection and hardware metering [10]. In 

testing, they are able to detect GCs in hardware with zero false positives and negatives. 

They have also determined that, using their GLC technique, the probability of two ICs 

having the same unique fingerprint are 10-8 or less, lending value to GLC’s application in 

hardware metering.  

GLC faces some challenges, however. One challenge is gate aging, which 

changes a gate’s properties slowly over time. This slow degradation of an IC at the gate 

level will change the IC’s unique fingerprint, and can move it from a “valid” fingerprint 

to an “invalid” fingerprint over the IC’s lifespan. To combat this, Wei, et al, have 

determined that measuring gate switching power ignores gate aging [10]. Measuring 

switching power alone has its own negative: only gates that switch values can be 

measured. The researchers use this measurement in combination with leakage power 

measurements to create a stable GLC. 

Another challenge GLC faces is gate collinearity: in some instances, two or more 

gates may be arranged in a way such that their values always switch together. An 

example of this is with any gate connected to a buffer gate, which simply forwards and 

amplifies a Boolean value. These two gates would be said to be collinear, as their values 

invariably switch with each other. GLC is typically unable to cope with collinearity, and 

will not be able to derive a scaling factor for collinear gates. Wei, et al, have proposed a 

way to detect and correct for collinearity, by using thermal conditioning [11]. The 

researchers repeatedly apply certain input vectors to an IC, causing certain gate pathways 
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to switch and heat abnormally. This approach has enabled them to measure all gates with 

an average error that’s less than the average measurement error.  

The approach to IC failure prediction explored in this project uses a software 

simulation of virtual ICs built from netlists, which describe the connections between 

logic gates in an IC. The simulation results generate a linear program for GLC, enabling 

the measurement of aging gates within the simulation. Relatively high aging rates within 

the IC will indicate gates—and perhaps entire areas of the IC—which are prone to 

failure. 
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4. IMPLEMENTING THE CIRCUIT SIMULATOR 

!
Figure 2. The circuit simulator and its capabilities. 

In order to simulate integrated circuit activity, a custom simulation framework has 

been implemented using the Java language. Gate level characterization is applied to 

simulation results using the free and open source lp_solve [12] library, a linear program 

solver, or a proprietary solver called Gurobi [13], which features multithreaded 

processing. 

An object-oriented approach to programming is used to compose the simulation. 

At the lowest level are Gate and Signal objects. A Gate is defined as one of seven logical 

gate types: AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR, BUF, and NOT. Each Gate has a number of 

functional and informational properties. The functional properties of a Gate allow the 

Gate to process bitwise logic, transforming inputs into an output. For example, an input 

of 01 to an AND gate would result in the gate performing the calculation 0 & 1, 

outputting a 0. Each gate type’s logic is predefined in methods, and the gate handles its 

own input processing. 
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Informational properties of the gate are used in setting and collecting data for use 

in the GLC linear program. Depending upon the type of gate, and the number of inputs it 

has, the gate is assigned a vector of nominal leakage power values. Each vector has 2n 

values for n inputs, and each permutation of inputs for a gate will return a value from the 

vector. Scaling factors, i.e. α-values, are assigned to each gate randomly from a range of 

values between 1 and 20. 

!
Figure 3. Diagram showing class flow. 

Signals represent inputs and outputs from Gates. They have a property that can 

alert a Gate to the Signal’s status, i.e. set and unset. When a Gate has processed its inputs 

it sets its output Signal value with the result, indicating that the Signal is ready to be 

processed. The next Gate in sequence will check all of its input signals to know whether 

or not it is ready to perform its Boolean function. In this way, a sequence of Gates can be 

activated and followed from the integrated circuit’s global inputs to its outputs. Power 

consumption is propagated from gate to gate via signals, so power usage can be read from 
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the outputs of the integrated circuit. A small amount of measurement error is introduced 

at this step, to reflect real-world difficulties in measuring power accurately. 

The Circuit object represents an integrated circuit, built from a provided 

integrated circuit netlist. When instantiating a Circuit with a textual description of the 

integrated circuit, Gates are created and attached together with Signals, from inputs to 

outputs. The Circuit class keeps track of its inputs, outputs, and virtual circuit, in array 

lists that are easy to iterate over.  

The initial set of netlists is the ISCAS85 benchmark circuits in bench format 

[1][2][3]. Circuit c17 from this series of benchmark circuits is shown in Figure 3. These 

circuits are well known and well studied, with many of the related works utilizing the 

same netlists in tests. The individual circuits are all derived from pieces of processor 

technology, such as arithmetic logic units, adders, and multipliers. The Circuit class 

contains a parser that reads these netlists in bench format line by line. Each line 

represents a gate definition that includes identifiers for input and output signals. This 

definition is tokenized by the parser, from which Gate and Signal objects are created and 

connected logically. 

Once the Circuit object is fully instantiated, it can process inputs. The simulator 

uses simple strings of zeros and ones as input vectors, and the input string length must 

match the relevant netlist’s number of input signals. To help in that regard, the Circuit 

class contains a static method for generating random input strings of a given length. Input 

checking and generation is done manually from a Driver class, which instantiates the 

Circuit and cycles through random inputs using a for loop. 
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!
Figure 4. Circuit c17 from the ISCAS85 series of benchmark circuits. 

4.1 Input Processing and LP Generation 

The algorithm for processing inputs is: 

1. Apply input vector to global input signals: Loop through input string, 

applying character i (as a binary integer) to global input signal i. 

2. Attempt to evaluate each gate in a copy of the circuit’s array list. 

a. Loop through gate’s inputs checking for ready signals. 

b. If all signals are set and ready, process gate and remove from the 

circuit list. 

c. Else, leave the gate in the list and move to the next gate for 

evaluation. 

d. Repeat until all gates have been processed (i.e., an empty list). 

3. Read the output vector from global output signals (optional). 

The Circuit also handles the creation and use of a solver class, a wrapper for the 

lp_solve library or Gurobi solver. While crunching through inputs, the Circuit collects all 
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of the necessary data to perform GLC. Each input vector that is processed generates three 

constraints conforming to the following equations, obtained from Dr. Ani Nahapetian: 

 !" − !! = !!!

! ≥ !!

! ≥ −! 

! > 0 

! ≤ 20 

(1) 

 (2) 

 (3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In equation 1, α denotes gate scaling values, n denotes nominal leakage power per 

gate, ε is measurement error, and pt is total power consumed. When this constraint is 

generated, a small measurement error is introduced into the total power figure, to reflect 

real world measurement inaccuracy. Equations 2 and 3 represent a combined constraint 

upon the error, which represents the absolute value for linear equations. Equations 4 and 

5 are additional bounding constraints that are generated to ensure the solver computes 

values within the range specified. This is a bit imprecise, but not unrealistic, as there are 

physical bounds upon the size of a gate. Without given boundaries, the solver will 

possibly assign outlandish sizes to gates it cannot characterize, negatively impacting 

results. The objective function is a minimization of the sum of the absolute value of 

errors across all input vectors applied to the circuit: 

 |!| (6) 

These constraints are added to the solver object one by one as arrays of strings. 

The data is generated in step 2 of the circuit processing pseudocode, and added to the 

solver object between steps 2 and 3. Once added to the solver object, the constraints are 
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parsed out and placed into a text file that conforms to the LP file format for linear 

programs. After the full linear programming input is generated, the solver class invokes 

lp_solve or Gurobi, reads the file containing the linear program, and solves the 

minimization problem. 

4.2 LEON3/OpenSPARC Netlist 

In addition to the ISCAS85 netlists obtained for use in the simulation, a netlist for 

a LEON3 processor, which is based on the OpenSPARC architecture, was obtained. This 

netlist contains tens of thousands of signals and gates, and presented new challenges to 

the simulator in both netlist parsing, gate logic, and performance.  

The netlist obtained is intended for use with CrashTest [4], an FPGA-based 

hardware emulator for testing resiliency in processor architecture, and is presented in 

Verilog format instead of Bench format. Given that the netlist was targeted towards this 

framework, it contained a number of signals that were specific to CrashTest. These were 

stripped out in order to expedite parsing. Adding to the complexity, there were a number 

of new gate types, complex gate definitions, and abstract hardware representations of 

cache memory and data buffers that needed to be dealt with.  

As GLC as a method works best against circuits that are not serial by nature, 

objects that represented abstract serial hardware were “split open” such that their inputs 

became global circuit outputs, and the outputs became circuit inputs. These complex 

gates have output signals that must be set for other gates in the circuit to complete their 

evaluation steps, thus those output signals are treated as global circuit inputs, allowing 

them to be set regardless of the function of the hardware in question. This has the 
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potential to generate some inconsistencies between the simulator and the actual functions 

as implemented in hardware, but this was considered an acceptable compromise to enable 

the simulator to perform without getting into the specifics of hardware functionality. 

The LEON3 processor also included a large number of gate types that were not 

present in the smaller ISCAS85 netlists. Examples include the addition of complex gates 

such as adders and multiplexers, compound gates such as or-not, and-or-inverse, and or-

and-inverse, and single purpose gates that forward a specific value such as ONE or 

ZERO. Most of these gate types had multiple variants depending upon the number of 

input signals, increasing the number of gate variants the simulator needed to 

accommodate. Nominal power values for these gates were not readily available, and were 

substituted with random values from within a range of numbers. 

With the new and larger netlist, a number of modifications needed to be made to 

the simulator’s various classes. The LEON3 netlist’s Verilog syntax is significantly 

different from the ISCAS85 netlists bench format, and a new parsing model was created 

and swapped in to the program. This parsing model took advantage of keywords in the 

netlist that indicate the type of the subsequent definitions, i.e. signal or gate. These 

keywords were used to build a simple state-based parser that would create predefined 

objects from tokenized definitions. 

Another challenge faced with the larger netlist is the amount of memory the 

program consumed. In pre-LEON3 versions of the simulator, the algorithm for generating 

linear programming constraints had been implemented using array lists of strings held 

entirely within working memory. This was not an issue with the ISCAS85 netlists, but the 
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LEON3 netlist inevitably used up more memory than was availbale to the Java Virtual 

Machine (JVM). With each input to the LEON3 netlist generating a constraint consisting 

of over 22,000 pairs of nominal values and gate identifiers, multiplied over 4,000 inputs 

per run, this method of implementation would slow execution to a crawl over the course 

of many hours before finally being preempted by the JVM. 

To mitigate this, the linear programming input is broken up into two parts: the 

first for the objective function and the second for the LP constraints. After an input vector 

is applied and all of the signals have propagated through the circuit, the generated linear 

programming constraints are immediately written to a file on disk. The objective function 

is also stored in a file on disk and incrementally updated, until the full run of 4,000 input 

vectors completes. Additional bounding constraints are added to improve the solver’s 

computations over alpha values, and then the two files are combined to form the full 

linear programming input—also stored on disk—weighing in at over 2GB. Finally, this 

file is read into the solver program for solving. 

The last tweak to improve memory usage was made apparent when attempting to 

serialize a netlist for future reuse, resulting in a suspiciously large file. Each Gate object 

had maintained its own copy of a NominalValues object, which had grown in size and 

scope upon the addition of more gates and nominal values to the project. The 

NominalValues class did not need to be duplicated in this manner, as the Gate class only 

needs to retrieve a type-specific array of nominal values from it upon instantiation. To fix 

this, the NominalValues class was changed to use the singleton pattern, restricting its 

instantiation to a single static object that returns an appropriate array of data. 
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Lastly, circuit segmentation was introduced into the simulator to address issues 

with the LEON3 being too large to characterize in one pass. A recursive algorithm 

follows signals and gates backward through the circuit from one of its global outputs, 

until a set of global inputs is reached. Each such segment can be singled out and used for 

GLC analysis, and a table of each segment and its size is stored in a log file. 

4.3 Solver Selection 

In order to process the linear programming files generated by the simulator, the 

project initially made use of the free and open source lp_solve program. Lp_solve is a 

very flexible and configurable solver, which sometimes detracts from its usability; the 

sheer numbers of options that can be set, unset, or modified, can require a very 

specialized knowledge of both linear programming and the mathematical properties of 

the problem. While lp_solve is a program written in the C language, an available Java 

wrapper that exposes the C API to Java programs is used within the simulator. This 

allowed lp_solve to be integrated directly into the project, without needing to pass the LP 

problem files to it via a spawned system process.  

Lp_solve proved to be a capable solver, and generated all of the project’s 

preliminary GLC data. Its only downside lay in the area of performance, as some netlists 

generate large linear programs to iterate over. In order to address this, the Gurobi 

Optimizer was sourced with a free academic license. Gurobi features a multicore parallel 

processing solver algorithms that processes linear programs to the same fidelity as 

lp_solve, but at a faster pace. Gurobi also makes a Java API available for direct 

integration into Java projects, and a version of the project’s solver class was made to 

accommodate Gurobi in place of lp_solve.  
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4.4 Simulation, Data Collection, and Analysis 

To simulate processing activity in the circuit, a series of random input vectors is 

applied to the circuit’s global inputs. In testing, a ‘run’ of the circuit is defined as the 

application of 4,000 randomly generated input vectors and a solved linear program. For 

each run, every gate in the circuit is assigned an alpha value that is collected and written 

to disk in a CSV (comma-separated values) log file. At the end of a run, the solver-

computed alpha values for each gate are logged in the same CSV file for retrospective 

data analysis. A secondary CSV file keeps a count of how many times each gate switched 

values from 0 to 1, or vice versa, over the run. Each netlist maintains its own set of CSV 

files. 

Data processing and analysis is done in the Python programming language, using 

the freely available SciPy [14] data analysis library stack and a version Python dubbed 

IPython [15]. IPython touts as a feature a “notebook” web-based interface for 

incrementally writing code and generating output, and is an ideal environment for data 

analysis.  

A series of scripts were written using these technologies that expedite consistent 

and semi-automated processing of the data. The scripts generate descriptive statistics for 

the assigned and computed alpha values per gate, the gate switch counts, and the average 

difference between real and computed values that describes the average error of the 

solver. The scripts also generate plots of the described data. A sample script is available 

in Appendix B of this document. 
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5. RESULTS 

Results from simulation of 100 runs over each of 11 separate netlists are 

promising, and in line with previous work done in the field. Table 1 lists the number of 

gates that GLC using nominal leakage power was able to characterize. These results fall 

in line with GLC results from Nelson, et al [16], and validate the simulator’s integrity. 

Table 2 shows the number of gates Nelson, et al, were able to characterize using leakage 

power for comparison purposes. 

Netlist 
Characterizable to < x% 

Error 
Total 

Number of 
Gates 

% of Total 
< 2% < 10% 

c1355 18 18 546 3.30% 
c17 6 6 6 100.00% 
c1908 67 67 880 7.61% 
c2670 161 173 1193 14.50% 
c3540 177 222 1669 13.30% 
c432 116 116 160 72.50% 
c499 154 154 202 76.24% 
c5315 508 593 2307 25.70% 
c6288 1 1 2416 0.04% 
c7552 246 277 3512 7.89% 
c880 134 154 383 40.21% 

Table 1. Number of gates that are characterizable to less than 10% error with GLC using leakage power. 

!
Netlist Characterizable 

Gates 
c432 80 
c499 154 
c880 113 
c1355 18 
c1908 26 
c2670 138 
c3540 101 
c5315 429 

Table 2. Number of gates Nelson, et al, were able to characterize with GLC using leakage power [16]. 
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Performing the same tests against the LEON3 circuit proved to be a time 

consuming process. Each application of an input to the circuit takes roughly 9 seconds to 

completely propagate through to the circuit’s outputs. Multiplied by 4,000 inputs, each 

run takes around 10 hours to finish its input stage. The solving stage takes another two 

hours, totaling 12 hours per run. This has made data aggregation a bit of a chore, and the 

process has been churning away for weeks on a single machine.  

After 45 runs, the number of gates that can be characterized within a reasonable 

margin is 0. This could be due to not running enough inputs through the circuit, thus not 

generating enough linear constraints for the solver to make its best guess. 4,000 inputs 

gives the solver a ratio of input vectors to gates greater than 1 for each of the other 

netlists, but is much less than that for the LEON3 at over 22,000 gates. Another factor 

that may contribute to the inability of this method to characterize gates in the LEON3 is 

gate collinearity. Adding a method to characterize gates based on gate time delay, or a 

combination of leakage power and time delay, would hopefully serve to improve the 

solver’s efficacy. 

Nelson, et al, publish results from GLC using gate time delay instead of leakage 

power, and go further to combine the two methods. Their results indicate that time delay 

is able to give better estimations of gate size properties, and the combination of leakage 

power and time delay mechanisms in GLC present the most robust solutions by far. 

Implementing GLC utilizing time delay was not a goal for this project, but would 

be a manageable task given known numbers for gate time delays, and knowledge of how 

to formulate the linear program. Future work in this area will find the combinations 

critical to better characterize large portions of circuits. As the current implementation 
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already uses nearly 10GB of random access memory during the solving phase, adding 

another set of constraints could potentially double this, or worse. Sourcing hardware with 

the ability to expand its RAM beyond 16GB will be of particular concern. 

!
Figure 5. LEON3 Segment 465. Each gate has an ID assigned by the simulator. 

To combat the solver’s inability to characterize the LEON3 as a whole, circuit 

segmentation was implemented into the simulator. One such example is segment 465, 

shown in Figure 4. To break the circuit into segments, a recursive algorithm is used to 

traverse paths of the circuit that start from one of its global outputs to one or more global 

inputs. These inputs are the signals that, when applied to the circuit, determine the value 

of the selected output signal. The recursive algorithm is essentially pre-order tree 

traversal, with the selected global output serving as the root of the tree. The global inputs 

that are discovered with this algorithm are the tree’s leaf nodes. 
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Netlist 
Segment 

Characterizable to < x% 
Error 

Total 
Number of 

Gates 
% of Total 

< 2% < 10% 
LEON3-38 640 1541 1784 86% 
LEON3-34 224 1340 1781 75% 
LEON3-39 215 1327 1779 75% 
LEON3-541 521 539 560 97% 
LEON3-595 95 95 95 100% 
LEON3-465 4 7 10 70% 

Table 3. Number of characterizable gates in selected LEON3 segments. 

!
Results from segmenting the circuit are positive, with the largest segments being 

characterized to 75% or more. In the largest segment, shown in Table 3 as segment 38, 

GLC is able to characterize 86% of the relevant gates. Future work utilizing GLC against 

a processor as large as the LEON3 will depend upon circuit segmentation for accurate 

measurements. Combined with previously mentioned techniques for improving GLC, 

circuits of this size should be no less characterizable than any smaller circuits. 

5.1 Failure Prediction 

The ultimate objective of the current project is failure prediction with GLC. By 

extending the simulator to use an aging function, each input vector applied to the circuit 

will slowly transform those gates that flip values most often. This is achieved in two 

separate runs through the same circuit. In the first run through, 4,000 inputs are processed 

through the circuit and GLC is performed normally to generate the baseline solver 

computations for gate alpha sizes. The circuit is then aged according to how many value 

flips were recorded per gate. The simple aging function implemented increases the size of 

the gate by .01% per value flip, as a way to gauge increased size in relation to use. The 
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mechanisms that increase gate sizes are much more complicated, but the simplistic 

function works for illustration purposes. 

The second run through the circuit takes place after the circuit has been aged 

accordingly. GLC is performed, and the before and after measurements are compared to 

show an average difference in gate sizes. The gates that show the largest average 

difference should also be the gates that show the largest number of value flips. 

Aging the gates in the rudimentary fashion described made the solver even more 

precise, as the range of gate sizes showed more spread and differentiation than they had 

previously. This is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. In characterizing the aged circuit on 

segment 38, the solver was able to characterize all 1,784 gates, with an average error of 

0.0007%. Table 4 shows the results of aging, and is sorted by gate value flip count in 

descending order. The gates that flip values the most closely track the gates whose 

computed alpha sizes changed the most.  

Gate Flip Count Percent 
Change 

Original 
Value 

Aged 
Value Difference 

gate_21908 2597 1237% 17 227.220 210.220 
gate_21369 2420 1063% 19 221.011 202.011 
gate_22315 2445 1050% 19 218.594 199.594 
gate_21801 2435 1012% 17 189.050 172.050 
gate_22651 2334 902% 19 190.430 171.430 
gate_22227 2249 881% 19 186.475 167.475 
gate_21379 2236 899% 18 179.868 161.868 
gate_22081 2236 879% 18 176.308 158.308 
gate_22509 2404 1022% 15 168.316 153.316 
gate_22243 2228 843% 18 169.737 151.737 

Table 4. Gate value flip count versus aging, sorted by flip count. 

This is most apparent when comparing flip count with the difference between the 

aged value and the original value. The difference column shows a steady descent, 

matching the flip count’s listing in descending order. 
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!
Figure 6. LEON3 Segment 38 Pre-Aging results. Top: Average error per gate; average error across all gates is 

1.32%. Bottom: Average number of state changes per gate. 

!
Figure 7. LEON3 Segment 38 Post-Aging results. Top: Average error per gate. Average error decreased to 

0.0007%. Bottom: Average number of state changes per gate. This maintains the same form as the bottom graph 
from Figure 6. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This project has shown that GLC can be applied to the problem of circuit failure 

prediction in a non-destructive manner. Implementing GLC using gate leakage power 

takes accurate measurements against a circuit simulator, and the potential for combining 

this method with other attributes measurable with GLC will make this method stronger. 

With circuit segmentation, GLC can be used against larger and more complex circuits, as 

shown with the simulator against the open source LEON3 computer processor. With the 

addition of an aging model, GLC is able to detect changes over time in gate-level 

properties, giving weight to this technique’s potential for predicting areas of circuit 

failure. 

!  
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix contains figures detailing average computed error per gate, and 

average number of state changes per gate, for each netlist examined. Figures 25 and 26 

detail a comparison of results between pre- and post-aging of a selected circuit segment, 

LEON3 Segment 595. 

 

Figure 8. Top: average percent error per gate in the c17 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number of 
state changes per gate in the c17 netlist. 
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Figure 9. Top: average percent error per gate in the c432 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number of 

state changes per gate in the c432 netlist. 
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Figure 10. Top: average percent error per gate in the c499 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number of 

state changes per gate in the c499 netlist. 
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Figure 11. Top: average percent error per gate in the c880 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number of 

state changes per gate in the c880 netlist. 
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Figure 12. Top: average percent error per gate in the c1355 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number 

of state changes per gate in the c1355 netlist. 
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Figure 13. Top: average percent error per gate in the c1908 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number 

of state changes per gate in the c1908 netlist. 
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Figure 14. Top: average percent error per gate in the c2670 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number 

of state changes per gate in the c2670 netlist. 
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Figure 15. Top: average percent error per gate in the c3540 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number 

of state changes per gate in the c3540 netlist. 
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Figure 16. Top: average percent error per gate in the c5315 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number 

of state changes per gate in the c5315 netlist. 
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Figure 17. Top: average percent error per gate in the c6288 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number 

of state changes per gate in the c6288 netlist. 
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Figure 18. Top: average percent error per gate in the c7552 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average number 

of state changes per gate in the c7552 netlist. 
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Figure 19. Top: average percent error per gate in the LEON3 netlist from GLC results. Bottom: average 

number of state changes per gate in the LEON3 netlist. 
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!
Figure 20. Top: average percent error per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 38 from GLC results. Bottom: 

average number of state changes per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 38. 
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!
Figure 21. Top: average percent error per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 34 from GLC results. Bottom: 

average number of state changes per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 34. 
!
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!
Figure 22. Top: average percent error per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 39 from GLC results. Bottom: 

average number of state changes per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 39. 
!
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!
Figure 23. Top: average percent error per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 541 from GLC results. Bottom: 

average number of state changes per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 541. 
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!
Figure 24. Top: average percent error per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 465 from GLC results. Bottom: 

average number of state changes per gate in the LEON3 netlist segment 465. 
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!
Figure 25. Top: Average percent error per gate in LEON3 Segment 595, pre-aging. Bottom: Average number of 
state changes per gate in LEON3 Segment 595, pre-aging.  
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!
Figure 26. Top: Average percent error per gate in LEON3 Segment 595, pre-aging. Bottom: Average number of 
state changes per gate in LEON3 Segment 595, pre-aging. 

! !
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APPENDIX B 

Sample script for generating data analysis of CSV files related to the c17 netlist. 

Some of the directives in the following script will only work in the context of IPython 

Notebook. 

from pandas import * 
import scipy as sp 
import scipy.stats as stats 
import scipy.special as spec 
%matplotlib inline 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import matplotlib.mlab as mlab 
import os.path 
from IPython.display import HTML, display 
 
x = 17 
 
path = r'c%d.bench_stats.csv' % x 
 
df = read_csv(path) 
interest1 = df[df['type']=='real']['avg'] 
interest1 = DataFrame(interest1) 
ci95lo = interest1.mean() - (1.96 * interest1.std()) 
ci95hi = interest1.mean() + (1.96 * interest1.std()) 
# interest1.columns = [''] 
display(interest1.describe()) 
 
f, axarr = plt.subplots(1, 2, sharex=False) 
axarr[0].plot(interest1.values) 
xmin, xmax = axarr[0].get_xlim() 
axarr[0].plot([0, xmax], [ci95lo, ci95lo], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[0].plot([0, xmax], [ci95hi, ci95hi], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[0].set_title("Simple Plot") 
axarr[1].hist(interest1.values) 
ymin, ymax = axarr[1].get_ylim() 
axarr[1].plot([ci95lo, ci95lo], [0, ymax], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[1].plot([ci95hi, ci95hi], [0, ymax], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[1].set_title("Histogram") 
s = r'c%d Assigned, 95%% CI: (%f, %f)' % (x, ci95lo, ci95hi) 
f.text(0.5,0.975,s, horizontalalignment='center', verticalalignment='top') 
f.set_size_inches(15, 5) 
display(f) 
f.clear 
plt.close() 
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interest2 = df[df['type']=='comp']['avg'] 
interest2 = DataFrame(interest2) 
ci95lo = interest2.mean() - (1.96 * interest2.std()) 
ci95hi = interest2.mean() + (1.96 * interest2.std()) 
# interest2.columns = [''] 
display(interest2.describe()) 
 
f, axarr = plt.subplots(1, 2, sharex=False) 
axarr[0].plot(interest2.values) 
xmin, xmax = axarr[0].get_xlim() 
axarr[0].plot([0, xmax], [ci95lo, ci95lo], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[0].plot([0, xmax], [ci95hi, ci95hi], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[0].set_title("Simple Plot") 
axarr[1].hist(interest2.values) 
ymin, ymax = axarr[1].get_ylim() 
axarr[1].plot([ci95lo, ci95lo], [0, ymax], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[1].plot([ci95hi, ci95hi], [0, ymax], color='r', linewidth=2) 
axarr[1].set_title("Histogram") 
s = r'c%d Computed, 95%% CI: (%f, %f)' % (x, ci95lo, ci95hi) 
f.text(0.5,0.975,s, horizontalalignment='center', verticalalignment='top') 
f.set_size_inches(15, 5) 
display(f) 
f.clear() 
plt.close() 
 
np.abs(interest1.mean() - interest2.mean())*100/interest1.mean() 
 
gates = [c for c in df.columns if 'gate' in c] 
dfr = df[df['type'] == 'real'] 
dfc = df[df['type'] == 'comp'] 
i_dfr = dfr.set_index('run') 
i_dfc = dfc.set_index('run') 
df1r = i_dfr[gates] 
df1c = i_dfc[gates] 
 
p1 = DataFrame(df1r.mean(1)) 
ci95lo = p1.mean() - (1.96 * p1.std()) 
ci95hi = p1.mean() + (1.96 * p1.std()) 
 
abs_diff = np.abs(df1r - df1c) 
percent_off = abs_diff / df1r 
percent_off_100 = percent_off * 100 
mean_error = percent_off_100.mean() 
less_than_two = mean_error[mean_error <= 2].count() 
less_than_ten = mean_error[mean_error <= 10].count() 
# display(mean_error) 
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# display(less_than_two) 
# display(less_than_ten) 
 
p2 = DataFrame(df1c.mean(1)) 
p2.columns = [''] 
# p2.describe() 
 
display(DataFrame(mean_error, columns=['Error']).describe()) 
 
f = plt.figure() 
mean_error.plot() 
locs, labels = plt.xticks() 
plt.setp(labels, rotation=45) 
# plt.ylim(0,10) 
plt.title(r'c%d Average Error Per Gate' % x) 
f.set_size_inches(15,5) 
plt.show() 
 
f = plt.figure() 
mean_error.plot() 
locs, labels = plt.xticks() 
plt.setp(labels, rotation=45) 
plt.ylim(0,10) 
plt.title("Zoom to 10% Average Error") 
f.set_size_inches(15,5) 
 
HTML(less_than_two) 
 
HTML(less_than_ten) 
 
path = r'c%d.bench_ff_count.csv' % x 
df = pandas.read_csv(path) 
av = df.mean() 
 
f = plt.figure() 
plt.plot(av) 
plt.xlabel("Gate ID") 
plt.ylabel("Flip count") 
plt.title(r'c%d Gate Flip Count' % x) 
f.set_size_inches(15, 6) 
 
f, axes = plt.subplots(1, 2) 
axes[0].plot(av) 
axes[0].set_xlabel("Gate ID") 
axes[0].set_ylabel("Signal changes") 
axes[1].hist(av) 
axes[1].set_xlabel("Gate ID") 
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axes[1].set_ylabel("Frequency") 
s = r'c%d Average Number of State Changes per Gate' % x 
f.text(0.5,0.975,s, horizontalalignment='center', verticalalignment='top') 
f.set_size_inches(15, 6) 
display(f) 
f.clear() 
plt.close() 


